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Abstract: Widespread use of electric vehicles (EVs) requires investigating impacts of vehicles’ charging on power systems. This paper focuses on the design of a new DC fast charging station (DCFCS) for EVs combined with local battery energy storages (BESSs). Due to the BESSs the DCFCS is able to decouple the peak load demand caused by multiple EVs and decrease the installation costs as well as the connection fees. The charging system is equipped with a bidirectional AC/DC converter, two lithium-ion batteries and a DC/DC converter. The introduction of BESS within the DCFCSs is investigated with regards to operational costs of the charging stations as well as the ability of a BESS to mitigating negative impacts on the power grid during congestion hours. The proposed solution is shown to reduce not only the installation costs but also the charging time and it facilitates the integration of fast chargers in existing low voltage (LV) grids. A cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is performed to evaluate the financial feasibility of BESS within the DCFCSs by considering the installation costs, grid connection costs and battery life cycle costs.

1. Introduction

INCREASED focus on sustainable transportation and CO2 reduction leads to large investments into electric vehicle (EV) technology from the major car producers. Rising numbers of EVs in major cities and widespread rollout of EV charging infrastructures are introducing new high power loads to distribution system operators (DSOs). In recent years environmental concerns and advances in battery technology drive the rapid development of electrical transportation [1]-[3]. In a sustainable city [4], with an increasing amount of electric vehicles, a lot of concern is raised on EV grid integration as well as a tariff system that allows to control the EVs charging demand [5]-[6]. The EN /IEC 61815 and automotive engineers in U.S. SAE J1772 have proposed the EV charging modes and the maximum current delivered both on alternating and direct current (AC and DC).

Currently, the public charging stations in the major European cities are providing 7 - 43 kW [7], which with the current EV models and charging stations require more than an hour to cover a range of 150 km.

Considering the growing number of EVs over the next 10 years [8], appropriate fast charging infrastructures are anticipated to supply the future EV power demand. Therefore, the widespread use of EVs requires investigating impacts of vehicles’ charging on the distribution grids. So far, extensive study has focused on optimizing the EV penetration and the charging infrastructure. An optimal approach is proposed in [9] with a day-ahead energy planning of EVs by scheduling different EVs scenarios. Some authors are focused on innovative schedule price policies [10], in order to avoid the peak load and the waiting time at the fast charging stations (FCSs). Instead, reference [11] suggests a hierarchical game approach on the electricity price strategy by improving the reliability of the power systems and the economic profits of the FCSs. However, the integration of the FCSs involves different aspects of the power systems, such as the network losses, overloading of distribution transformers during the peak demand and the negative impact on the voltage profile. Reference [12] proposes an optimal sizing and siting of the charging infrastructures in order to reduce the network losses and improve the voltage profile. In [13] an optimization process is made of the sizing and siting the EV charging stations by minimizing the charging station costs. In addition, [14] suggests a spatially explicit agent-based model that determines the spatial distribution of chargers by introducing load shifting of the EV demand. Another solution in [15] recommends a scheduling strategy of the FCSs by reducing the impact in low voltage (LV) grid. Alternatively, another study proposes to use stationary batteries as buffer between the grid and the charging stations in order to limit the peak consumption [16]. Likewise, [17] introduces an optimal size of battery energy system (BESS) in the FCSs, by using a dynamic traffic model in order to minimize the FCSs operational costs and the BESS size.

Consequently, it is important to design appropriate fast-charging stations for EVs, which are able to meet the expected demand. Designing appropriate charging infrastructures require not only meeting the EVs demand at any time of a day,
but also minimizing the installation costs as well as the grid reinforcement costs. In many DSO/LV network load is limited to 500kW [18]. Despite the fact that recent papers have introduced the FCs and BESs, more work is required on the DC fast charging stations (DCFCSs) design and the BES size by considering the increasing EVs market penetration [8]. Additionally, the integration of the BESs within the FCSs have to take into account the evolution of the power electronics, as well as the new Li-ion battery technologies [19] and the annual cost reduction of batteries [3].

In this paper, the authors attempt to determine a design criteria including a concept with two BESs within the DCFCSs. In particular, we propose a novel design of a stationary twin BESs that allows partial decoupling between DCFCSs and LV grid as shown in Fig. 1. The operation of the DCFCS is based on dynamic charging systems of the BESs that allow one of the batteries (BES2) to be charged from the grid while the other (BES1) is charging an EV and vice versa. The study aims to determine an optimal size of the DCFCS and BESs by taking into account different EVs charging demand. Furthermore, the proposed solution allows to reduce the charging time as well as the power required from the grid in order to avoid grid reinforcement costs of the DCFCSs. In conclusion, compared with the published works, the main contributions of in this paper are the following:

- A statistical method is proposed to determine the expected EV charging demand by using different commercial EVs. According to the EV demand, an optimal design of the BES and DCFCSs are implemented by using real BES data from the datasheet within the simulations.
- A planning method is presented for the integration of different DCFCSs within the power systems in order to minimize grid connection costs by using BESs.
- Finally, a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is performed to evaluate the financial feasibility of BESs within the DCFCSs by considering the battery life cycle and replacement costs.

Numerical simulations are conducted to illustrate the implementation of the proposed method. The paper is organized as follows. Charging modes for EVs are described in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the methodology used to design and control the BESs within the DCFCs. An optimal BES control strategy with a CBA is discussed with the results in Section 4 and the conclusions in Section 5.

### 2. EV Charging Modes

There are two main approaches for charging EVs. The first one is to use on-board EV’s charger and connect it to the AC grid. The second is to charge the EV via an off-board charger using DC. Existing charging modes for EVs are specified by the standard IEC 61851 for “electric vehicle conductive charging system”. The standard describes both on-board and off-board EV chargers and distinguishes between four charging modes: 1, 2, 3 and 4 [7]. Mode 4 is the only mode that allows connection to DC. The requirements for control and communication of both DC charger and EV can be found in part 23 and 24 of IEC 61851 [7] and IEC 15118 [20]. By using mode 4, the charging time can be reduced to 30-45 minutes for charging an EV battery of 30 kWh up to 80% state-of-charge (SoC) with a power of 50 kW. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of these charging modes with their respective maximum power according to IEC 61851 [7] and IEC 62196 [21]. The IEC 62196 applies to plugs, socket-outlets, and connectors based on conductive charging. The current AC charging infrastructure has proved its ability to deliver the charging services safely and reliably. Most of the existing stations are operated in modes 2 and 3 in order to lower the infrastructure costs, reduce the impact on the grid and align with international standards. However, using these modes lead to the limitations on the transferred power as shown in Table 1 and therefore longer charging times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Maximum current</th>
<th>Minimum voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16A</td>
<td>250V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16A</td>
<td>480V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32A</td>
<td>250V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32A</td>
<td>480V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32A</td>
<td>250V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>250A</td>
<td>690V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 4</td>
<td>(DC)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>400A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mode 3 takes around 1 hour to charge an EV with 20 kWh battery up to 80% of its SoC with charging power of 22 kW. In addition, the AC charging time may cause congestion with the parking lots, especially in urban areas. In order to solve those issues the special attention should be brought to mode 4 with off-board charging in DC. The IEC 62196 standard allows for DC charging up to 400 A with power from 50 to 600 kW in CHarge de MOve (CHAdEMO) ”mode” and Combined Charging System (Combo) ”mode”. The following DC charging stations are currently available on the market: ABB 50 kW with combo in LV, 62.5 kW by CHAdEMO in LV and 120 kW Tesla system with connection on medium voltage (MV) side (charger-to-grid connection). The advantages of mode 4 are reduced charging time and higher efficiency due to the absence of additional converter. However, the high power demand (especially more after 100-150 kW) from such charging stations requires a strong distribution grid and typically a connection to MV level with a specifically designated transformer. This creates obstacles in regards to space and investment cost for the DC charging stations.

### 3. Methodology

#### 3.1. Integration of the BES into DCFCS

Combining DCFCS and BES can provide a reliable solution to mitigate unfavorable side effects on the grid. The EVs’ load demand can be partially reduced through this setup by supporting the system operation in terms of power decoupling through the BESs. The solution also contributes the improvement of grid regulation and defers costly network reinforcement [22]-[23]. Lastly, this solution has the potential of providing various ancillary services to support the power system operation, such as primary frequency control or voltage control [20],[24] The DCFCS is not only an infrastructure for EVs recharge, but also a crucial solution to integrate them into smart grids, which interconnects the main
grid with various distributed renewable energy resources and storage [8]. Another factor that needs to be taken into account is the cost reduction of lithium-ion batteries. The annual cost reduction of Li-ion batteries can be reduced up to 8% [3]. This represents a great opportunity for integrating the penetration of EVs and smart charging stations. Therefore, possible scenarios of the BES within the DCFCs can be implemented in order to provide different ancillary services for flexible loads such as EVs [24]-[25]. In EVLabDK [26] and the project EnergyLab Nordhavn [4], BESs data was collected and analysed by using our laboratory facilities. A model for optimal operation of the BES in the distribution grid was developed. Communications management and compatibility of devices with the current technologies were considered according to IEC61850 [27] to evaluate the performance and interoperability of all those systems. Particularly, advancement in power electronics interfaces development, as well as battery storage technology, will be decisive factors. In this paper, proposed DCFCs focuses on a specific power electronic architecture consisting of a bidirectional AC/DC converter, DC/DC converter and two BESs. By combining these elements, the EV battery will be charged from the first BES in order to support its demand. When size is properly designed, the AC/DC converter will charge the second BES while the vehicle is being charged. In this case, with a fully charged second BES, the DCFCs can support the next user to recharge the EV with the same charging rate for 10 minutes. In the meantime, the first battery that was discharged earlier on will immediately be charged through the AC/DC converter. Once congestion or batteries malfunction occurs, the EV will be charged directly by the grid through the AC/DC as shown in Fig. 1.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig. 1.** DCFCs in mode 4 in LV grids with BESs

### 3.2. Optimal Design of the DCFCs

In the following batteries, BES1 and BES2 converters AC/DC and DC/DC and the EV have been designed by using models available in Matlab/Simulink. For determining the optimal operation of the DCFCs, a large amount of data must be known, such as the arrival time, EVs’ SoC and the charging duration. The local grid provides the battery-charging power and it can be expressed as [28]:

\[
P_{grid} = \frac{1}{\eta_{conv}} \cdot I_{BES} \cdot (u_o \cdot S_{SoC} + I_{BES} \cdot \sum R_{col})
\]

The \( I_{BES} \) is the BES current measured in ampere (A) and it is given by the AC/DC converter, \( u_o \) is open circuit voltage (V), the \( R_{col} \) is the resistive characteristics (Ohm) caused by the sum of the internal contact of individual cells. \( \eta_{conv} \) represents the efficiency (%) of the converter, and it is estimated at 95%. The charging station will have one or more charging slots, and each of them can be connected to the LV grid with a minimum power of 22 kW required form the grid in AC. The EVs load demand generated by the EVs changes during the day, and it is considered as a random variable. To make the power demand study more realistic, the following steps are made:

1. Initial EV SoC \( (SoC_{ini}) \) is estimated between 20%-50% with a mean of 35%.
2. Battery capacity \( (B) \) of the EV is between 5 kWh – 60 kWh with a mean of 32.5 kWh;
3. The \( u_o \) is the open circuit voltage of each BES which has linear relationship to SoC;
4. The charging curves of the EVs are based on random arrival charging time

The current DC off-board charger has a voltage of \( V_{BES} = 500 \text{ V} \). The EV battery pack considered for the simulation is 20 kWh. The energy exchanged between the BES and the EV varies from 25% to 100% SoC as shown in Figure 2. The resistance is considered with base value \( R_{col} (20 \text{ kWh}) = 98 \text{ m}\Omega \) from the datasheet [26], [29].

\[
\sum R_{col}(t_o) = \sum R_{col}(B)
\]

(2)

In this case study, the most important factors to take into account are the available power from the grid side and the battery charging process. The \( SoC(t) \) of batteries can be calculated based on the coulomb counting [28]:

\[
SoC(t) = SoC_0 + \frac{\Delta t}{Q_{out}} \sum I_{in} r = 0
\]

(3)

where \( Q_{out} \) is the coulomb count of the battery capacity in ampere-second and it is used within the numerical time step integration. The charging is completed, when \( SoC = SoC_{batt} \). \( I_{BES}(t) \) is the battery current in ampere and \( SoC \) corresponds to the SoC (in %) of the battery at the beginning of the simulation \( t_0 \) [28]. The \( I_{BES}(t) \) can be expressed as:

\[
I_{BES}(t) = k_2(t) I_1(t) + k_1 I_1(t) + k_0
\]

(4)

where \( k_0, k_1, k_2 \) are constant values obtained from the datasheet [29]. The BES terminal voltage \( V_{BES} \) is a sum of \( u_o \) and it drops across the internal resistance, and it has a linear relationship between \( SoC \) and \( u_o \) as shown in (5):

\[
V_{BES}(t) = u_o (SoC) + I_{BES} \cdot \sum R_{col}
\]

(5)

The size of each BES can be calculated as:
\[
\begin{align*}
BES_1 &= BES_2 = C_{BES} \cdot B_v \\
C_{BES} &= SoC_{\text{min}} - SoC_{\text{EV}} - SoC_{\text{min}}
\end{align*}
\]

\(C_{BES}\) represents the probabilistic coefficient of the BESs and the \(SoC_{\text{min}}\) is the usable EVs battery. According to the tests performed in the EV laboratory [26] only 90% of the nominal capacity is used as work capacity, and the remaining 10% will be used over time in proportion to the battery degradation. \(SoC_{\text{min}}\) is the fixed constraint for charging EVs up to their 80% SoC. The limitation of the charging process up to 80% is due to the battery management system (BMS) of the cars which will drastically reduce the charging power and increase the charging time until the end of the charging process. In the equation (6), each BES is 11.4 kWh, and both have been oversized by 14.25 kWh in order to maximize the BES lifetime cycles according to a maximum depth of discharge (DoD) which cannot exceed 75% [30] as shown in Figure 2. The \(BES_{\alpha}\) is the BES degradation life expressed per year as [30]:

\[
\begin{align*}
BES_{\alpha} &= C_{py} \cdot \Delta T_e \cdot B_v \\
BES_{\alpha} &= \alpha_{pl} \cdot DoD \cdot \beta_{ul}
\end{align*}
\]

\(C_{py}\) represents the number of cycles per year of the BESs under a predefined variable work temperature \(\Delta T_e = 0.9814\) [31]-[32]. \(BES_{\alpha}\) is the relation between the number of cycles given by the manufacture and the DoD. \(\alpha_{pl}\) is the maximum life cycles with DoD at 100% [32], and \(\beta_{ul}\) is the interpolation value of the lithium-ion battery which is 1.61 [32]. For Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC) with 5000 Cycles calculated with 80% DoD \(\alpha_{pl}\) corresponds to 3500 cycles [32]. The cycles ageing per year can be expressed based on end of life (EOL) criterion. EOL is considered when 20% capacity fade (\(C_f\)) is reached [32].

According to (7) the BES capacity fade (\(BES_{cf}\)) in [%] per year can be calculated as:

\[
BES_{cf} = BES_{\alpha} \cdot C_f
\]

The charging/discharging characteristics of Li-ion battery are considered in this paper in order to size the AC/DC – DC/DC converters. According to (6) with a discharge rate of 6C [29] the DC/DC converter is 70 kW. Instead, the AC/DC converter is 50kW with BES charging rate of 4.62C [29]. With 6C discharge rate the DC/DC converter is designed to charge EVs in less than 10 minutes. In addition, the design model allows partial decoupling between DCFCS and LV grid by reducing the required grid power by 28.57%.

### 3.3. DCFCS Modelling and Control

The SOCs of the batteries, \(SoC_{\text{BES1}}\) and \(SoC_{\text{BES2}}\) are determined by measuring the voltage on the battery terminals \(V_{\text{BES}}\). The reference voltage \(V_{\text{BES}}\) establishes the discharge curve of the BES within the nominal operating area. Fig. 2a shows the operation limits considering three levels: normal, low and high-level SoC. Fig. 2b represents the control system used between BES and EV.

![Fig. 2. BES SoC level and control system](image)

(a) SoC level determination through the \(V_{\text{BES}}\), (b) BES control system

In order to maintain a constant voltage on the EV side, the measured voltage \(V_{\text{BES}}\) is compared at the end with a reference voltage \(V_{\text{REF}}\). \(V_{\text{REF}}\) is used as a linear loop of the DC/DC converter for the dynamic limitation of the BES current and to determine the end of the SoC levels. The PI controller uses the \(I_{\text{BES}}\) as a current reference of the BES to control the transferred power from the EV. Instead, the \(I_{\text{BES}}\) is limited in function to the discharging rate 6C. The PI controls the duty cycle of the BES DC/DC converter within the set parameters. When the \(SoC_{\text{BES}}\) reaches 25% the BES will stop to transfer power to the vehicle. The AC/DC converter will recharge each BES with 50 kW and a charging rate of 4.62C.

### 3.4. Cost-benefit analysis methodology

Designing an appropriate DC-charging station in low voltage (LV) is important to avoid the connection in MV and minimize the operating costs. In addition, DSOs are focused on minimizing losses and reducing the size of the electrical lines to mitigate the network congestion. This section presents the methodology applied for CBA comparing BESs in conjunction with a charging stations [33]-[34].

The first method uses the BESs within the charging stations with the connection to LV grids and the second method the charging stations will be connected to the MV grid. The main objective of the CBA is to establish the infrastructure costs and lifetime of different storage that make battery installations profitable. In particular if it is convenient for the Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment Operator to integrate batteries within the DC charging stations. The economic analysis of investments is a crucial stage especially if there is not a clear perspective of the EV market penetration [34]-[35].
interest rate, the return on the investment and the lifetime of the investment. In this case, two methods have been used.

3.4.1 The method 1: does not consider the time value of the money over the years and interests. The payback period (PBP) is the amount of time necessary to recover the capital investment from the net cash flow and is calculated as [35]:

\[ \text{PBP} = \frac{\text{cost of investment}}{\text{annual revenue}} \] (9)

The internal rate of return (IRR) is the reciprocal of the PBP and it is generally expressed as a percentage [35]:

\[ \text{IRR} = \frac{\text{annual revenues}}{\text{cost of investment}} \] (10)

The IRR is the discount rate at which the present net value of all cash flows is equal to zero. The interest are considered equal to zero.

3.4.2 The method 2: considers the time value of the money over the years and interests. The net present value (NPV) is the difference between the present value of cash inflows and the present value of cash outflows. It is one of the most frequent investment criteria for deciding on a given investment. The NPV is calculated as [2], [35]:

\[ \text{NPV} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{B_t}{(1+r)^t} - \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{C_t}{(1+r)^t} - C_0 \] (11)

The NPV is the sum subtracted from future benefits minus costs as shown in (11). \(B_t\) and \(C_t\) represent the benefit (revenue) and the net cash inflow during the investment period \(T\), respectively. \(r\) is the discount rate (interest) and \(C_0\) stands for the total initial investment costs. The NPV is used to analyse the profitability of a planned investment or project, and any project with a positive NPV can be considered.

In this paper, the method 2 is used for the financial assessment of BES projects as used in [33]-[34]. If the NPV is higher than zero, the project is valid since the revenues are enough to pay the interest and to recover the initial capital cost before the end of the investment life. If the NPV equals zero, the balance occurs at the end of the life, but the investment is scarcely attractive. Negative NPV means investment not profitable for the investors. Similar projects can be compared through the parameter of the ratio between the NPV of the project and the related investment (NPV-benefits/NPV-costs) commonly called “Benefit-Cost Ratio” [2], [35]. This method is used for evaluating and comparing the economic performance of one or more investments.

The benefit-cost ratio (B/C) can be expressed as:

\[ \frac{\text{B/C}}{\text{NPV}} = \frac{\text{NPV (Benefits)}}{\text{NPV (Costs)}} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{B_t}{(1+r)^t} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{C_t}{(1+r)^t} + C_0 \] (12)

B/C is largely employed to estimate the cost of a project compared to the benefits derived, seeking to determine an optimal approach to achieve benefits. When it comes to monetary decisions, where the discount rate /interest \(r\) is considered, the CBA estimates the monetary value of the costs, and the monetary value of the benefits, and compares them to evaluate whether the decision is worth taking.

3.5. Cost and Revenue Calculation

Two cases are considered for the CBA in the current paper. Case A – DCFCS with BES and Case B – DCFCS with a connection to MV grid.

3.5.1 Case A – DCFCS with BES: the annual costs and benefits associated to the case A – BES within the charging stations are calculated taking into account the infrastructure costs and as benefits the consumption of electricity.

The total annual cost for case A (TAC_a) is:

\[ \text{TAC}_a = C_d + In + O & M \] (13)

where \(C_d\) includes the component costs: the chargers costs \(C_c\) and batteries costs as well as the BES life cycle costs (LCC), considering the replacement costs during investment life \(T\) (7).

\[ C_d = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \text{BES}_{DL,i} \cdot C_{BES,i} + C_c \] (14)

\(\text{BES}_{DL}\) is the BES degradation life per year, \(C_{BES}\) represents the BES costs per kWh. \(In\) is the installation costs and \(O & M\) is the operation and maintenance cost. The LCC of the BES is based on the optimal (DoD) of the BESs [30], and in this case study the BES is sized to be discharged by the EV with a DoD=75%. Therefore, considering a variable EVs daily demand, each EV charged by the BES involves two cycles of the BES. The BESs are oversized of 25% in order to achieve the minimum operational lifetime cost [31], [36].

The total annual revenue for case A (TAR_a) can be calculated as:

\[ \text{TAR}_a = (E \cdot Ce) \cdot T_a \] (15)

where \(E\) is the daily energy consumed in function of the EV demand, \(Ce\) is the cost of electricity paid by the EV users and \(T_a\) is the total time in a year measured in days.

3.5.2 Case B – DCFCS with a connection to MV grid: the annual costs and benefits associated with the case B - classic connection in MV are represented by comparing similar investments [33]. This configuration takes into account the infrastructure costs, new lines and a transformer of 500 kVA as well as the DC charging stations and the installation costs. The benefits are the consumption of electricity.

The total annual cost for case B (TAC_b) is:
\[ TAC_B = C_B + In + O&M \]  

(16)

where \( C_B \) is the cost of components (including the chargers, lines and transformer).

The total annual revenue for case B \( (TAR_B) \) can be calculated as:

\[ TAR_B = (E \cdot Ce) \cdot T \]  

(17)

4. Results

4.1. Modelling and Control results

The reliability of the system and the performance of the DCFCS are evaluated by a 15-minute simulation in Matlab/Simulink. A boost converter controls the DC/DC converter through the PI controllers. The boost converter helps to keep the voltage limits constant to ensure the stability of the system for each SoC of the EVs. Finally, in order to evaluate the stability of the converter, a case study has been done with an EV of 20 kWh and SoC of 25%. In addition, other studies have been performed considering the capability of the DCFCS in various scenarios with different EVs and SoCs.

4.1.1 The charging process of an EV: in the Fig. 3 every EV has a nominal capacity given by the manufacturers that represents an amount of km that the car can reach with specific driving conditions. Only 90% of the nominal capacity is used as work capacity. This system helps the user to maintain a consistent number of km during their use of the EV. Therefore, an EV with 20 kWh declared by the manufacturer only 18 kWh is used as work capacity [26]. Consequently, the discharging capacity of the BES in this case is 10 kWh calculated as 18 \((1-0.25-0.20\), 0.25 is the EV SoC and 0.2 is the end of the charging process at 80% SoC [26]. The BES is able to transfer 11.4 kWh with a discharging rate of 6C. Due to the communication [20] DCFCS-EV, when the EV reaches 80% SoC the DCFCS will stop charging. The power delivered from the BES, in this case, will be 10 kWh, enough to reach 80% SoC in 10 minutes.

Fig. 3 show the discharging process of the \( BES_1 \) through the EV and the power absorbed by the EV. As expected, with decreasing of the \( SoC_{BES_1} \) (Fig. 3a), the current remains constant at 140 A (Fig. 3d), and the voltage drops as shown in Fig. 3c. Instead, Fig. 3b represents the active power absorbed through the EV. The converter respects the power limit of 70 kW with discharging rate at 6C.

4.1.2 Charging process of the BESs: when the \( BES_1 \) is charging an EV at 6C, the \( BES_2 \), if previously discharged, can be recharged through the grid with the AC/DC converter at 50 kW and a charging rate of 4.63 C as shown in Fig. 4. The charging process of each BES will take more time to store 11.4 kWh because the grid power is limited to 50 kW. As previously mentioned, the DCFCS has been designed to be used in LV grids, mainly in the cities. It can recharge each vehicle up to 80% of their SoC in a time period of 10 minutes.
Different scenarios of the DCFCSs: the functionality of the charging system has been evaluated on a large scale by comparing different commercial EVs. The calculations made are based on two scenarios:

1: EVs SoC at the beginning = 25%, as shown in Fig. 5a;
2: EVs SoC at the beginning = 35%, as shown in Fig. 5b;

The case studies take into account several models from 2015 to 2017 with battery pack between 16 kWh and 60 kWh.

As shown in Table 2, all of the EVs have a nominal battery and a usable battery for the charging system. All the EVs have been charged by the DCFCS with 70 kW through the BESs as shown in Fig. 5.

4.2. Cost-Benefit Analysis Results
In this section, two separate layouts have been analysed to connect the DCFCS. A CBA allows us to compare two topologies of DCFCSs within the electrical grid. The first one will consider a CBA of the DCFCs in LV grids by installing lithium batteries. In this case, the benefits assessed include the decrease of grid costs in terms of grid reinforcement such as a new transformer, new lines and the connection fee in MV. The second layout considers a CBA - to justify a standard investment of the charging stations in MV grids with a new transformer and new lines. A business model situation has been made for each scenario by considering the same EV load of each method.

Table 2 Comparison of different commercial EVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi i-MiEV</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Electric</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevy Spark EV</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW i3</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Focus EV</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiat 500e</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Leaf 24 kWh</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Leaf 30 kWh</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kia Soul EV</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercedes B-Class</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW eGolf</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla S 60</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla model 3</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.1 Case A – DCFCS with BES: a combination between DCFC and BES in the residential areas could be an efficient solution to avoid the connection to MV. The DCFCS with the BESs enables the users to recharge the EVs up to 80% of their SoC with charging rate of roughly 10 minutes. The new design of the charging stations is based on the installation of two identical battery energy system (BES1 and BES2) that physically decouples DCFCS from the LV distribution grid. This system operates through successive switches of the BES connections that enable one of the batteries (BES2) to be charged from the grid while the other (BES1) is charging an EV and vice versa as shown in simulation results. The grid configuration of the case A of the DCFCS with BESs is shown in Fig. 6. This case study considers the maximum power of the LV grids in order to prevent a connection in MV. To avoid the connection to MV and in particular, the high costs for the grid reinforcement in many cases DSO’s load should not be higher than 500 kW [18]. In the present case, seven chargers of 50 kW each are able to prevent the connection to MV and thanks to the DC/DC converters; the chargers provide 70 kW on the EV side through the discharging rate of 6C of BESs. One of the shortcomings of such system is the battery cost and in particular the replacement costs at the end of their useful life. The CBA of the case A will consider costs of the DC charging stations, battery replacement, and the installation costs. The case A takes into account different Lithium-ion batteries with different cycles. The cases analysed are: current technology Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC) with 5000 and 10000 cycles and a future scenario such as Lithium Titanate Oxide (LTO) with 25000 and 30000 cycles. The energy sold to the final users in the CBA is considered as revenue in function of the EVs daily demand.

![Fig. 6. Case A – DCFCS in mode 4 with BESs connected to LV](image)

4.2.2 Case B – DCFCS with connection to MV grid: case B is a classic connection to MV when the electrical load is around 490 kW. The choice of the DCFCS has been done according to the case A with the same EVs load demand and charging time. Accordingly, seven DC charging stations of 70 kW require the connection to MV. The investment cost for the Case B is high in terms of grid reinforcement. New dedicated lines are required for the connection to MV and a new substation with a transformer of 500 kVA. The infrastructure costs include: the expansion of the distribution network, the new lines, DC charging stations as well as the installation costs. The energy sold to the final users is considered as revenue in function of the EVs daily recharged. Many simplifications have been assumed to compare the two CBAs such as the EVs load demand. The details of the cost-benefit analysis steps will be discussed in the following section through the use of different EV scenarios. The grid configuration of the case B of the DCFCSs is shown in Fig. 7. The details of the cost-benefit analysis steps will be discussed in the following section through the use of different scenarios.

![Fig. 7. Case B – DCFCS in mode 4 with a new connection to MV](image)

4.2.3 Financial, Market and Technology Inputs: A financial assessment for the proposed solution is presented and summarized in Fig. 8 and Table 3, 4 and 5. The financial results analyse: the payback period, internal rate of return, net present value and benefit-cost ratio. All the economic parameters are used to evaluate the financial performance of the five case studies. The financial performance of the case A, BES within the DCFCSs is dependent on the life cycle cost of the batteries and the case B, MV connection is closely linked to the EV daily demand.
grid. Instead, in the case A the red line and orange line are representing the current technology of lithium-ion battery (NMC) with 5000 and 10000 cycles. The blue line and violet line are representing future generation of the lithium battery (LTO) with 25000 or 30000 cycles. LTO has half energy density but high performance in terms of cycles. The cycles are strongly related to the battery replacement. As expected, increasing the number of battery replacements has a significant impact on the financial performance of the battery storage project as shown in the red line and orange.

Fig. 8 shows that according to benefit-cost ratio B/C of the case A is higher than case B as long as the EV demand does not exceed 250 EVs/day. Table 3, 4 and 5 summarized the main characteristics of the financial performances. Batteries with high cycles will be competitive to the case B standard configuration as shown Table 3, 4 and 5.

Table 3, 4 summarized the main cost-revenue parameters used for the financial performances of the case A. The EV daily demand is used to calculate the total annual revenue TARd calculated in (15) and based on the annual energy consumed by the users. Instead, TACd (16) is the investment costs including the component costs such as chargers, batteries (BES1 and BES2) and their converters as well as the installation of the chargers. Based on the EVs daily demand TACd takes into account the replacements costs of the BESs which varies in function of the EVs demand and the duration of the investment. When TACd and TARd are defined, PBP (9), IRR (10), NPV (11), and B/C ratio (12) can be calculated as shown in the proposed methodology. Instead, BEScf represents the capacity fade per year calculated in (8).

Table 5, summarized the main cost-revenue parameters used for the financial performances of the case B. The EV daily demand is used to calculate the total annual revenue TARd calculated in (17). Instead, TACd (16) is the investment costs including grid reinforcement costs. The infrastructure costs of the case B are: the chargers, the new transformer of 500 kVA [37]-[38];

Fig. 8 compares the financial performance of five case studies by using payback period (9) and the benefit-cost ratio (12) with an interest rate of 4%. In Fig. 8, the black lines show financial performance by using the case B connection to MV

The financial performance of the case A and case B are compared assuming the rating and costs listed:

1. Discount rate (r): 4% [33];
2. Li-ion battery price forecast: 200 €/kWh [3] (2020);
3. Component costs: 1 km line in LV and 1 km in MV and transformer of 500 kVA [37]-[38];
4. EV demand: 14.25 kWh;
5. DCFCS cost: 35.000 € [39];
6. Ce – price paid by the EV users: 0.3 €/kWh;
7. The investment life: 20 years;

Table 3: Cost - revenue calculation with BES 25000 cycles – case A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVs daily demand</th>
<th>Capacity fade per year [%]</th>
<th>Invest. costs [€]</th>
<th>Year benefits [€]</th>
<th>PBP [years]</th>
<th>IRR [%]</th>
<th>NPV [€]</th>
<th>B/C ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BEScf</td>
<td>TACd</td>
<td>TARd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.4672</td>
<td>-396064</td>
<td>68788</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>538794</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.9345</td>
<td>-475227</td>
<td>137577</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>1394488</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>5.8691</td>
<td>-633568</td>
<td>275154</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>3105862</td>
<td>6.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>8.8037</td>
<td>-791909</td>
<td>412731</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
<td>4817237</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>11.738</td>
<td>-950250</td>
<td>550308</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
<td>6528611</td>
<td>8.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>14.672</td>
<td>-1108591</td>
<td>687885</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
<td>8239986</td>
<td>8.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>17.607</td>
<td>-1266918</td>
<td>825462</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>9951374</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>20.542</td>
<td>-1425259</td>
<td>963038</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
<td>11662748</td>
<td>9.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Cost - revenue calculation with BES 30000 cycles – case A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVs daily demand</th>
<th>Capacity fade per year [%]</th>
<th>Investment cost $</th>
<th>Year benefits $</th>
<th>PBP [years]</th>
<th>IRR [%]</th>
<th>NPV $</th>
<th>B/C ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BES CF</td>
<td>TACA</td>
<td>TARA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.2227</td>
<td>-382867</td>
<td>68788</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>551990</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.4454</td>
<td>-448848</td>
<td>137577</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td>1420867</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>4.8909</td>
<td>-580797</td>
<td>275154</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>3158634</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>7.3364</td>
<td>-712745</td>
<td>412731</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
<td>4896400</td>
<td>8.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>9.7819</td>
<td>-844694</td>
<td>550308</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>6634167</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>12.227</td>
<td>-976642</td>
<td>687885</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>8371934</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>14.672</td>
<td>-1108591</td>
<td>825462</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
<td>10109701</td>
<td>10.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>17.118</td>
<td>-1240539</td>
<td>963038</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
<td>11847468</td>
<td>10.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Cost - revenue calculation connection to MV grids – case B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVs daily demand</th>
<th>Investment cost [$]</th>
<th>Year benefits $</th>
<th>PBP [years]</th>
<th>IRR [%]</th>
<th>NPV [$]</th>
<th>B/C ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TACB</td>
<td>TARB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>68788</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>139858</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>137577</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>1074715</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>275154</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>2944431</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>412731</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
<td>4814146</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>550308</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>6683861</td>
<td>9.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>687885</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>8553576</td>
<td>12.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>825462</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>103.8%</td>
<td>10423292</td>
<td>14.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>-795000</td>
<td>963038</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>121.1%</td>
<td>12293007</td>
<td>17.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the configuration and an optimal design of BESs within fast-charging stations were outlined. The work presented in this paper can help to understand the business model behind the use of different storage systems within context of DCFCs. It was confirmed that reduction of the battery costs could present a profitable solution for the proposed DCFCs in certain scenarios. Simulation results showed that operation of DCFCs could be partially decoupled from the LV grid by introducing intermediate BESs with the advantage of minimizing the grid impact, the installation costs as well as the grid reinforcement costs. First of all, the DCFCs keeps the charging power constant during peak demand. Second, thanks to the BESs and the AC/DC – DC/DC converters the required power in LV grid is reduced by 28.57%. Moreover, DCFCs support more than 100km of driving range within less than 10 minutes of charging.

In this study, the optimal size of the BESs within DCFCs was a trade-off between the grid constraints and the EVs energy demand. A financial assessment for the proposed solution was performed, and the payback period, internal rate of return, net present value and benefit-cost ratio were considered in order to evaluate the financial performance of the five case studies. The financial performance of the case A, BES within the DCFCs was crucially dependent on the life cycle cost of the batteries; on the contrary, the case B, MV connection was closely linked to the load demand presented by the EVs. The results of the case A showed that the number of battery replacements affects the main economic parameters significantly on the financial performance.

The finding of the financial assessment suggested the following: Case A: using batteries with low cycles such as 5000 or 10000 (NMC) are not economically viable because the investment holds the perspective of a continuous battery replacement costs. Instead, batteries with large number of cycles 25000-30000 (LTO) have the benefit-cost ratio higher than the Case B as long as the EVs daily demand is between 35 and 250 EVs. The case B has illustrated that the profitability of the investment increases if and only if the EVs penetration corresponds to more than 250 EVs per day.
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